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Storage Industry Trends 
 

1. Budget constraints continue 

2. Growth in unstructured data  

3. Technology dramatically changing 
traditional storage architectures 

4. Seeking to build upon virtualization for 
incremental efficiency 

5. Need to leverage data to make better 
business decisions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Storage trends are indicating customers will likely to continue to have IT pain points if we vendors and technology developers are not challenging the status quo on an ongoing basis.  Dell’s Storage strategy is built with five important trends in mind:•	Budget constraints will continue•	Massive growth in unstructured data •	New technology is dramatically changing traditional storage architectures•	Businesses are seeking to build upon virtualization for incremental efficiency•	A need to leverage data to make better business decisions
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Complex and costly legacy 
 

1. Fixed and predictable Storage array 
upgrade & migration cycles 

2. Software re-licensing required with 
each upgrade or usage change 

3. Data rigidly coupled to hardware 

4. Capacity overprovisioning required to 
meet SLA’s 

5. Storage not part and optimized for a 
broader datacenter/cloud ecosystem 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dell has a lot of history selling storage over the last two decades that gives us a great vantage point to see the sorts of problems that customers have historically dealt with. We have lived and breathed these challenges…  Customers invested in complex systems (HW and SW) that all too frequently needed to be ripped and replaced at great expense, disrupting operations and generally being painful.Also, these legacy systems tended to be designed and deployed in a storage silo that limited customers’ ability to gain economies of both function and scale across their data center.At the core of these challenges are inflexible, legacy architectures that rigidly map data to hardware and are not optimized for the modern virtualized data center.Proof: We partnered with EMC for 10 years, selling and supporting Dell/EMC systems. Although great systems and solutions that we sold 
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 “We stand on the cusp of the next technological revolution.   

The forces of cloud, big data, mobile and security  

are changing the way people live, businesses operate and  

the world works, just as the PC did.  

 

Now it’s time to do what Dell does best  

Makes these innovations simpler, more affordable and  

more accessible, putting more power into the hands of more people than even before.” 

-Michael Dell 
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Performance/Value 

Complex and costly 
monolithic systems 
that lock in and don’t 
scale 

Legacy systems 

Initial  
Cost 

Ongoing 
Cost 

Expensive solutions where 
operational savings are 
consumed by high costs 
with a lock-in penalty 

The new proprietaries 

Initial  
Cost 

Ongoing 
Cost  

Open systems and solutions 
that are delivering superior 
value with clear customer 
benefits 

Redefined economics 

Initial  
Cost 

Ongoing 
Cost 

Low-cost commodity 
components with no 
solutions value-add 

Commodity systems  

and services 
Initial  
Cost 

Ongoing 
Cost 

Initial Cost = CAPEX, Ongoing Cost = OPEX) Dell Solutions Tour 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what’s different about how Dell does this?We are leveraging you to help define our strategy and we are not tied to legacy infrastructure like many other vendors, therefore, we are in a better position to offer unique value to you. Additionally, our history of solving problems for businesses of all sizes allows us to deliver superior value at every scale AND  balance efficiency with price/performance We have heard from you that our competitors are unable to find this balance Some vendors are positioning there legacy systems as an answer to these changing IT needs They are working to harvesting license & service revenue with lock-in technologiesLike IBM AIX, HP UX, and IBM Mainframe These are complex, monolithic systems that don’t scaleAnd have high operational and capital costsThen there are the New Proprietaries who are driving operational efficiencies but are doing this through proprietary solution architecturesThey force you to sacrifice choice because they lack an open architectureThat contrasts that with the commodity system vendors who offer a good price performance but at a cost -  increased operational complexityThey lack innovation and limit integration so they add  little value to their customers In all of these areas, competitors are enforcing a control point that prioritizes their approach over your needs. This forces you to choose between optimizing efficiency and price/performanceDell has taken a different approach.  The redefined economics illustrates our focus on preserving open innovation while balancing operational efficiencies  and price/performance to deliver IT agility through innovative storage solutionsSo, why is Dell uniquely positioned to take this balanced approach? 
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Dell is a committed partner as we embarked on a 
journey to create a new storage foundation 
 

Modern Storage Architectures Deep Integration 

• Easy to use 

• Fully virtualized  

• Intelligent tiering 

• Highly Scalable 

• No forklifts upgrades 

• Innovative licensing 

• Designed from the ground up to be 
flexible and agile 

• Uncoupled from the limitations of 
any legacy architecture 

• Offering customers easy access to 
new, sophisticated technologies 

• Deploying common technologies 
across a family of storage products 

Design 
philosophy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to bring our strategy alive by embarking on a journey to create a new storage foundation.Dell has a lot of history selling storage over the last two decades that gives us a great vantage point to see the sorts of problems that customers have historically dealt with. We have lived and breathed these challenge, including the through our partnerships, like with EMC for 10 years in selling and supporting Dell | EMC systems.Modern Storage Architectures = “Hardware engineering”Deep Integration = “Software development”Customers invested in complex systems (HW and SW) that all too frequently needed to be ripped and replaced at great expense, disrupting operations and generally being painful. Frequent vendor induced upgradesA la carte software relicense required with each upgradeData rigidly coupled to hardwareArchitectural limitations require overprovisioning to meet evolving SLAsSiloed from the broader enterprise ecosystemAt the core of these challenges are architectures that are not optimized for the modern virtualized data center., and often were deployed in a storage silo that limited customers’ ability to gain economies of both function and scale across their data center.   We recognized a need for two fundamental changes in how we delivered storage to resolve the challenges that customers were facing.   So, in 2007, we embarked on a new journey to create a storage foundation based on two things:a modern storage architecture, designed from the ground up for virtualized environments, scalable, easily enhanced, and uncoupled from the limitations of any legacy architecture. the ability to deeply integrate across a storage portfolio, deploying common technologies across a family of storage products.We enable customers to optimize their data center infrastructure, as well as extract more business value out of their growing data through products that are…Easy to useVirtualized Intelligently tiersScalableSupports innovative licensingAnd avoids periodic forklift upgradesThis also allow us to integrate across a broad, enterprise portfolio that’s spans from storage to networking to servers to software and beyond. Such breadth is a key advantage over siloed vendors who only work inside a single domain.  
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Dell Storage strategy Customer benefits 

A 

B 

C 

Harness state-of-the-art technologies 
to deliver innovative, simple and 
affordable solutions 

Deliver workload-driven architectures 
that are flexible and modular 

Accelerate software and service 
integration 

Acquire, deploy, and grow Storage 
on demand 

Adapt seamlessly to changing 
business needs 

Intelligently manage data assuring 
business continuity 

Delivering superior value 
Redefining the economics  

of Enterprise storage 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
More details on Dell Storage Strategy are in the “Elaborating on the Dell Storage strategy” section in this deck.For the customer, it is about delivering superior value allowing them to grow storage on-demand, adapt seamlessly to business needs, and intelligently manage data assuring business continuity.We believe our strategy is optimized for customer so they have The Dell storage strategy is really all about redefining the economics of Enterprise storage for our customers.  Our approach allows us to do this, and therefore deliver superior customer value.Harness state-of-the-art technologies (like flash) to deliver innovation, simple solutions.       We don’t invent, design and manufacture all technology, like Chipsets, CPU’s, Hard Drives, etc.     But we selected those state-of-the-art technologies that can help “Redefining the economics of Enterprise storage” at an early stage. We build world class innovated solutions with these technologies      in a highly flexible and ultra modular way. This allows us to bring new technology to the massed for great customer benefitsDeliver workload-driven architectures that are flexible and modular     We believe the days of “General Purpose Build” storage solutions are over. Architectural trade-offs, over featured, not optimized is not helping customer run their business better.     Architectures that are optimized for workloads allows customer to invest in the right features and functions to build the right IT infrastructure.Acceleration software and services integration.       Full integration allows better automation and higher services levels. This is NOT about ‘upselling’ additional software and services, but full integration to build end-to-end solutions.
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Harness state-of-
the-art 

technologies to 
deliver innovative, 

simple and 
affordable solutions 
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Industry storage trends are changing  
traditional storage architectures 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Storage investment forecast coming from IDCThe Dell strategy is to harness state-of-the-art technologies to deliver innovation, simple and affordable solutions.  Let’s talk about a few key technology transitions.Harness state-of-the-art technologies (like flash) to deliver innovation, simple solutions.  We don’t invent, design and manufacture all technology, like Chipsets, CPU’s, Hard Drives, etc.But we selected those state-of-the-art technologies that can help “Redefining the economics of Enterprise storage” at an early stage. We build world class innovated solutions with these technologies in a highly flexible and ultra modular way. This allows us to bring new technology to the massed for great customer benefitsMost customers today are concerned about two key things relative to storage – the need for better performance, and the need to manage data growth in a cost-effective way.  The rise of flash, and the obvious inexorable growth of data create opportunity for innovation in addressing these challenges.The chart on the left depicts a forecast of where customers will be investing their storage budgets. Keep in mind – this is NOT a chart illustrating entry, midrange, and high-end storage revenues or any other product positioning. But rather, the chart categorizes the design points for storage solutions into three simple categories:THE MIDDLE GREENLet’s focus first on the middle green “feature/performance” area of the chart. Historically, the price/performance segment of the market was the dominate design point in the industry with the traditional focus of balancing features and cost. It is here where legacy architectures of the past emerged – rigid and anchored to the physical (non-virtual) world. Modern architectures now are filling this space – flexible and with the agility to adapt and transform as technologies change. Key examples are scalable architectures that are deeply integrated into virtualized environments.THE TOP GOLDAs the price of flash continues to drop, more and more customers will begin to deploy “I/O intensive” storage solutions whose design points are entirely focused around flash. A key enabler is the ability to intelligently tier (that is, move) hot data to flash storage. Five years ago, a new Solid State Drive (SSD) sold for about $20K. Today, flash drives sell for easily 1/10 that price. Given those costs and the incredibly high levels of performance that flash offers, customers WILL BE designing storage solutions from the ground up to leverage the growing capabilities of flash. Key examples are flash optimized arrays and hybrid arrays.THE BOTTOM BLUEFinally, customers are keenly aware of and constantly challenged by the data growth in their businesses. Getting vast amounts of cold data to “affortibility” storage will continue to challenge everyone. Customers are already deploying high density enclosures in greater and greater numbers. Growth of data is causing customers to look at addressing their growing data in a more cost optimized manner, and they are looking to software-defined storage solutions where Dell has offerings through Nextenta partnerships.
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Deliver workload-
driven architectures 
that are flexible and 

modular 

2 

Right architecture for right workloads 

Business Critical 
Workloads 

 
I/O intensive workloads 
Leverage flash storage 
Server-side cache 
Business critical 
  

Collaboration & 
Infrastructure 

 
Optimized for virtualized 
environment 
Price/performance 
Traditional IT workloads 

Non-Mission Critical 
Workloads 

 
Focus on $/TB 
Lowest TCO 
Dense enclosures 
Server-side storage 

 

Oracle 
SAP 
SQL Server 
  

 

Exchange, Lync 
SharePoint 
File, print, web 
VMware, Citrix, Hyper-V 

 

Cold data archive 
Image archive 
Data dump 

 

VDI Cloud Big Data Traditional IT 
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Presentation Notes
There is also a natural alignment between these storage trends and the workloads that customers deploy.Performance OptimizedBusiness critical applications, like Oracle, SAP, and SQL Server, are usually IO intensive workloads that benefit most from performance-focused flash technologies, like SSD drives, hybrid arrays, all flash arrays, and server-side flash. Moving forward, customers will deploy these workloads on storage solutions designed more and more around flash-based technologies.Price/PerformanceCollaboration and infrastructure applications are traditional IT workloads that run for the most part on top of virtualized environments. Customers will continue to focus on storage solutions that are highly integrated into VMware, Hyper-V, and Citrix and that offer a balance of features and costs. Over time, these applications will move, as storage solutions evolve and the agility of modern architectures to move applications dynamically across tiers accelerates.Cost OptimizedAnd finally, large data archives, data dumps, cold storage for backup are typically non-mission critical workloads where cost is king and $/TB is a key metric.While not all customers may be technically savvy about Oracle or image archives, most are familiar with “buzz” across the industry around big data, VDI, cloud, etc. For the most part, these “buzz words” align well with how we are thinking about storage and the prevailing trends presented here today.
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Accelerate  
software  

and service  
integration 

3 

Full E2E integration for solving top pain points  

Servers 

Networking 

Storage 

Hypervisors 

Intelligent Tiering 

Unified & Scalable  
file system 

Multi-protocol,  
enterprise class 

Data Center  
Networking 

Leading multi-
cloud management  

software 

Open Industry 
 standard 

x86 technology 

Virtualized   
Storage 

Easy to use 

Ensuring   
Business Continuity 

Next-generation 
datacenter  
automation 

Industry leading  
Hypervisors 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accelerating software and services integration includes software integration within the storage portfolio through tiering/dedup/compression, across the storage portfolio into server, storage and networking, and into our software portfolio to protect and manage.The capability to intelligently tier data across infrastructure depending on business and application needs delivers a distinct business benefit. Tiering within and then beyond storage unlocks the power of modern architectures to deliver greater value and function.The bottom line is that customers will only be successful if they can intelligently move hot and cold data back and forth between the performance and cost optimized tiers. And, this is exactly what modern storage architectures were designed to do.
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Dell’s Storage  

design philosophy 

Easy to use 

Enterprise power with everyday simplicity 

Streamlines 
management 
Management costs associated 
with comparable vendors are up 
to 60% more expensive than 
with EqualLogic.* 
*The associated costs include data migration, system upgrades after three years and 
manpower. Source: ESG Lab Report, “Dell EqualLogic TCO Analysis—Multi-generational 
Manageability and Efficiency at a Low Cost,” an April 2012 report sponsored by Dell. 

 

Integrates  easily 
 

Approximately 89% of Dell 
Storage customers use their 

arrays in virtualized environments 

Streamlines management 
 

Management costs associated 
with comparable vendors are up 
to 60% more affordable with Dell 

Storage 

• Enterprise features that IT generalists  
     can use 

 
• Designed to scale performance and 

capacity linearly without disruption 
 

• Automation to optimize resources 
and performance 

• Tight integration with common 
application environments 
 

• Environment flexibility that allows 
mix-and-match arrays to build tiered 
storage 
 

• Designed to support virtualization 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Streamline day-to-day management with comprehensive, environment-aware data protection features including clones, snapshots and replicationRetain simplicity regardless of how you scale or grow through automated data protection, tiering and workload balancing and performance optimization Monitor and manage storage performance, capacity and event data to identify today’s areas of high growth and plan for tomorrow’s requirementsManagement costs associated with comparable vendors are up to 60% more expensive than with Dell EqualLogic. The associated costs include data migration, system upgrades after three years and manpower.* (* Source: ESG Lab Report, “Dell Equal Logic TCO Analysis – Multi-generational Manageability and Efficiency at a Low Cost”, an April 2012 report sponsored by Dell. For the full report seehttp://en.community.dell.com/dell-groups/dtcmedia/m/mediagallery/20097135/download.aspx_Approximately 89% of Dell EqualLogic customers use their arrays in virtualized environments is excerpted from a commissioned survey by Yankee Group on behalf of Dell, January 2013.  Used with permission of Yankee Group.
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Dell Storage virtualization complements any leading virtualization  

environment. Storage is presented to Virtual Machines as a single,  

virtualized pool of capacity, regardless of disk type, RAID level  

or server connectivity. This can help you can optimize efficiency, agility  

and resiliency. 

 

 

Dell’s Storage  

design philosophy 

Fully virtualized  

Reduce storage costs up to 80 percent 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 
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Tier 1 storage can be reduced  

by 70 percent by moving 

infrequently accessed data to  

lower storage tiers.  

 

This speeds up your  

infrastructure and eliminates  

spending more money in  

your most costly tier 
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Dell’s Storage  

design philosophy 

Intelligent tiering 

Up to 70% reduction of tier-1 Storage capacity 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 
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Dell’s Storage  

design philosophy 

Highly Scalable 

Removing barriers to grow 

Out 

Up 

Dell allows you  to purchase only the storage you need when you need it,  

knowing you can grow your infrastructure with your needs.  

Through Scale-out and Scale-up architectural designs we offer linear 

capacity and performance scaling for any business. 

 Dell Solutions Tour 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scale-out = peer-scaling architecture (EqualLogic)Scale-up = tiered-scaling architecture (Compellent)
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Dell Storage Example 

Usable TB 

CAPEX 

Eliminating fork lift upgrades has a tremendous positive impact  

on capital and operating expenses. 

 

Dell’s Storage  

design philosophy 

No forklifts upgrades 

The architecture that saves money over time 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on Dell’s Compellent architecture, measured as total TCO over a period of 7 years.
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All-inclusive & perpetual software licensing is eliminating hidden cost  

by making software all-inclusive lets your data grow without the need  

for extra software licensing 

 

Dell’s Storage  

design philosophy 

Innovative licensing 

No hidden cost on software licensing 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perpetual software licenses (Compellent), “lasting for ever” - never repurchase software, decouples software licenses from hardware costs, infinite, future proof your investmentsSpecific for industry’s only persistent hardware platform.Al inclusive software licenses (EqualLogic) - as new features and enhancements are added, customers under support agreement receive upgrades for as long as they own the array.EqualLogic is a portfolio of integrated storage solutions to meet a full range of data storage needs. The EqualLogic solution model is unique in the industry and is based on providing customers with everything they need with all inclusive software, ease of use, management and application integration.Dell - Perpetual Software LicensingSystem focused licensingNew licenses are not required for hardware upgrades“Future Proof” investmentCompetitorsController focused licensingNew licenses are required for hardware upgradesNew features often require new controllers – and new licensesDelivers lasting value: Industry-leading TCO, Source: ESG Lab Report, “Dell Equal Logic TCO Analysis – Multi-generational Manageability and Efficiency at a Low Cost”, an April 2012 report sponsored by Dell. For the full report see http://en.community.dell.com/dell-groups/dtcmedia/m/mediagallery/20097135/download.aspx_
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Explaining the 
power of Dell 
Storage 
technology 
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A single architecture 
serving customer 
who need high 

performance Storage 
solutions 

Performance optimized 
storage architectures 

Server 
Cache 

Server 
Cache 

Low Cost scale-out disk 

Flash 
Drives 

All flash 
arrays 

15K SAS 
Drives 

10K SAS 
Drives 

7200 NL-SAS Drives 

Compressed Tier 
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Dell Delivers: 

 

• High performance  

    through full Flash 

    technology 

  

• End-to-end Storage 

    architecture that  

    includes Server based 

     cache (vSAN) 

 

• Single, simple but 

    powerful management 

    framework 

 
Storing the right data, at  
the right place, at the right  
time for the right cost 
 
 

 

 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 
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A single architecture 
serving customer 

who want to balance 
performance and 

technology  

Price/Performance 
optimized storage 

architectures 

Dell Delivers: 

 

• Best performing  

    configurations for highly  

     virtualized environments 

  

• Fast deployments through 

     automated setups 

 

• Ready for full Unified 

    Storage implementations 

 
 
 
 
Storing the right data, at  
the right place, at the right  
time for the right cost 
 
 

 

 

Server 
Cache 

Server 
Cache 

Low Cost scale-out disk 

Flash 
Drives 

All flash 
arrays 

15K SAS 
Drives 

10K SAS 
Drives 

7200 NL-SAS Drives 

Compressed Tier 
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A single architecture 
serving customer 

who need the right 
balance between 
technology and 

performance 

Cost 

 optimized storage 
architectures 

Dell Delivers: 

 

• High performance  

    through full Flash 

    technology 

  

• End-to-end Storage 

    architecture that  

    includes Server based 

     cache (vSAN) 

 

• Single, simple but 

    powerful management 

    framework 

 
Storing the right data, at  
the right place, at the right  
time for the right cost 
 
 

 

 

Server 
Cache 

Server 
Cache 

Low Cost scale-out disk 
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All flash 
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Explaining the 
Dell Storage 
Solution 
Portfolio 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 
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Dell portfolio 
differentiation 

Storage offering that 
accelerate your business  

Flash at the Price of 
Disk 

 
Flash: 56% lower cost with 

90% latency reduction 

Flexible Form-Factors  
 

Double the useable capacity of 
competitive solutions 

Optimized for 
Virtualization 

Industry leading VMware 
vSphere & Hyper-V certified 
server and storage solutions 

Dense Enclosures 
 

Highest capacity footprint in 
the market through 

ultra high dense enclosures 

Big Data / 
Data Insights 

VDI 

Traditional IT 

Cloud 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And there is differentation across the portfolio today, both from a business and a technology perspective.Performance OptimizedThe power of intelligent tiering is dramatically demonstrated by our ability to offer flash solutions below the pricing of traditional disk storage. Lower costs and dramatically lower latency lead to a flash solution that is 1/5 the price of competitive offers.Price / PerformanceThe EqualLogic blade array is a powerful example of how a vendor with a broad enterprise portfolio can breakdown silos and offer customers truly integrated solutions. An fully featured storage blade array in combination with blade servers and networking offers customers a wide variety of options to meet their needs.Deep integration with hypervisor vendors is critical for deploying about any application. Dell has partnered closely with VMware and Microsoft for many years. Today, over 80% of EqualLogic arrays are deployed into virtualized environments.Cost OptimizedAs data grows, so does the adoption of dense enclosures in all of our product lines. Today, customers can storage up to 2PB in a single rack enclosure.Whether you planning to deploy a big data application, adopt VDI, or move to the cloud, modern storage architectures and the ability to integrate across an enterprise portfolio will be key to achieve success.
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The Dell Storage 
Portfolio 

Workload-optimized 
solutions for any size 

enterprise Multi-
protocol, 
enterprise 

 
Self-optimized 
and powerful 

SC 
series 

Unified, 
virtualized IP  

 
 

Uncomplicated 
and versatile 

 
 

PS & FS  
Series 

Modular disk 
storage 

 
 

Value and 
performance 

MD & NX 
Series 

D2D, 
dedupe, and 

tape  
 

Robust data 
protection and 

recovery 

DR, DL & TL 
Series 

PowerEdge 
Servers 

Dell 
Networking 

Dell 
Software 

Dell 
Services 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, the Dell storage portfolio is aligned to the address the challenges customers are faced with in the data-center; whether they need high-performance storage, easy-to-use virtualized storage, or affordable, entry level storage….and it’s integrated into an end-to-end integrated portfolio across servers, networking, software and services.
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Our strategy in action 
- 

Flash for the price of disk 
 

Redefining the Economics of 
Enterprise Storage  

• 56% lower cost on disk 
• 90% latency reduction 
• 75% lower cost versus the competition 

• Dell moves hot data to Flash with 
industry’s first MLC/SLC intelligent 
tiering 
 

• It improves performance for data-
intensive applications and OLTP 
workloads 
 

• It gives you the best performance at 
lowest cost 

Dell Solutions Tour 2014 
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Dell is your most reliable Storage partner   

#1 
iSCSI Market Leader 

140.000+ 
Channel partners  

worldwide 

#1 
Cloud Infrastructure  

provider 

4.900+ 
Patents on granted or 

pending 

Leader in General Purpose 
Disk Arrays MQ 

Gartner 

41.000+ 
Service Professionals 

#1 
Vendor of choice for Flash 

#1 

>$1B 
Storage revenue  

Midrange Storage Arrays 
by Storage Magazine 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
$1.076M factory revenue, all storage, all protocols, internal + external (IDC Storage Tracker Q1CY2013)#1 Vendor of choice for Flash/SSD Deployments, Enterprise Use Cases for Solid State Storage/Flash Memory - an Outlook Report from Storage Strategies NOW, September 17, 2013#1 iSCSI SAN  for 24 consecutive quarters (IDC Storage Tracker Q1CY2013)140.000 Channel partners: Through acquisitions and growth of our channel program, we were able to expand our number of partners to ~140K channel partners globally in Q2 FY14 which represents a 2% Y/Y growth. Commercial indirect partners by region. EMEA is at 69K (1,741 Preferred/Premier)
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Customers should 
not worry about 
building the ship, 
but about sailing 

to the right 
destination 

Redefining the economics of Enterprise Storage 
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